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IN THE COURT OF ADDITIONAL DISTRICT JUDGE, FTC, SONITPUR  
AT TEZPUR 

 

Present: Shri S. K. Ghosh, 
  Addl. District Judge(FTC), 

          Sonitpur,Tezpur. 
 

 T.S. (Matromonial) NO. 73 of 2019 

 
Sumeya Hussain Akhtar  …….. Plaintiff /Petitioner. 

 

- Vs -  

Mohsin Parvez Ahmed    ………. Respondent/O.P. 

Advocates appeared: 

Mr. B.K. Basumatary……….. Learned Advocate for the petitioner/plaintiff. 

Mr. I. Ansari               ……….. Learned Advocate for the OP/respondent. 

. 
Date of adducing evidence: 27.01.2022. 

Date of hearing argument: 02.02.2022. 

Date of Judgment & order:  03.02.2022. 

 

J U D G M E N T    AND    O R D E R. 

1. Petitioner/plaintiff Smti Sumeya Hussain Akhtar has filed a petition u/s. 

27 of the Special Marriage Act,1954 praying for granting Decree of Divorce 

and for Cancellation of Marriage. The plaintiff/petitioner’s case, in brief, is that 

the marriage between the parties registered on 10-03-2017 before the 

Marriage Officer, Jorhat and accordingly a Marriage Certificate vide No.179 of 

2017 was issued in favour of the parties by the office of the Marriage Officer, 
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Jorhat. After registration of marriage the petitioner left for her husband’s 

house at village Balibat under Jorhat PS. But, after few days back the 

petitioner was returned back to her parents’ house. The OP is an employee of 

a company and presently working at Oman and therefore the OP left for Oman 

to join his job with a promise that he will return back to Assam and start 

conjugal life with her, but the promise made by the OP never been fulfilled as 

the OP started annoying the petitioner over phone and also by nagging her by 

dragging the names of the parents and other family members. The petitioner 

waited and tolerated everything with a hope that the attitude and minds of 

the OP will change but, the OP stopped calling and receiving phone calls of 

the petitioner and started avoiding petitioner since last two years. Due to such 

behavior of the OP, the petitioner went back to the house of the OP but, the 

family members of the OP also started neglecting the petitioner. Thereafter, 

finding no option left than to go for Divorce. The well-wishers, friends and 

family members of the petitioner requested the family members of the OP for 

calling upon the OP to India and to took the petitioner with him but no family 

members of the OP are willing to provide the phone number of the OP nor 

they took any initiative for retrieval of the marital relationship of the parties. 

Since last two years, petitioner is living alone without any relationship with the 

OP and she has been deprived from the conjugal life with the OP, therefore it 

is impossible for the petitioner to carry the marital relationship with the OP. 

After registration of marriage NIKAH was performed between the parties 

according to the Muslim Religious Rituals and Rs.3,00,000/- was fixed as 

“MAHARANA” in presence of the villagers as well as witness in the said 

“NIKAH” and hence, the petitioner is entitled for the said “MAHARANA” 

amount. Under the above facts and circumstances it is therefore prayed to 

pass a decree of divorce in favour of the petitioner and to pass the necessary 

order for cancellation of certificate of marriage registered on 10.03.2017 vide 

Certificate No.179 of 2017, directing the Marriage Officer, Jorhat. 
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2. The Opp. Party/respondent entered appearance on receipt of summons 

and contested the case by filing his written statement. He has challenged the 

maintainability of the case of the petitioner on various grounds and denied all 

the allegations made in the petition of the petitioner save and except 

admitting the marriage registration between the parties. The actual fact 

according to the Opp. Party is that after settlement and discussion between 

the family  members of both the parties, the engagement between the 

petitioner and the respondent was performed on 15-09-2016 at the house of 

the petitioner and in the said engagement as demanded by the family 

members of the petitioner, the respondent gave seven pairs of cloths such as 

Sarees, Mekhela Sadar and Salwar and gold ornaments set (Necklace, earring 

and ring) amounting to 1,50,000/- only to the petitioner and in the 

engagement it was decided by the family members of both the parties that 

the social marriage between the parties will be solemnized after one year as 

per the convenient and leave from the job of the respondent. At that time the 

respondent was doing job at Bangalore, but after 3 months from the date of 

engagement the family members of the petitioner started putting pressure on 

the respondent to register the marriage and accordingly the marriage between 

the parties was registered as per Special Marriage Act. But after about one 

month the respondent had to go to Oman for his job. Thereafter, the 

petitioner taking advantage of the said registration started doing emotional 

blackmail to the respondent by making some illegal demand and asked him to 

return from his job and settle at Bangalore and to purchase a flat there and 

sometimes asked to settle at her parents house at Tezpur as the petitioner will 

not stay at Jorhar after solemnization of the social marriage. When the 

respondent refused to fulfill the illegal demand of the petitioner and told her 

that he will not leave his parents at any cost then the petitioner started to 

threaten the respondent with dire consequences. The petitioner also 

demanded money from the respondent from time to time and accordingly as 

per the capacity of the respondent, the respondent gave money to the 
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petitioner through bank transfer. Thereafter, when the illegal demand of the 

petitioner increased day by day and all the time the petitioner disturbed in 

doing his job properly and harassed the respondent then the respondent 

stopped talking with the petitioner. Thereafter, the petitioner for getting some 

unlawful gain concocted some false story that after registration of the 

marriage NIKAH was performed between the parties according to Muslim 

Religious Rituals and Rs.3,00,000/- only was fixed as MAHARANA in presence 

of villagers and witnesses and the respondent married the petitioner socially 

and filed this instant suit for divorce which is not at all  maintainable and 

tenable in law. As the marriage between the parties has not been 

consummated for more than two years and no social marriage and NIKAH was 

performed as per Muslim rites and custom after registration of marriage and 

as the petitioner has filed this instant suit on some false and baseless 

allegations and statements, so, there is no chance of solemnization of social 

marriage and NIKAH between the parties further. Hence, it is prayed to pass 

an order to cancel the registration of the Marriage registered on 10-03-2017 

as per provisions of Special Marriage Act,1954 with a direction to the 

petitioner to return back the seven pairs of cloths such as Sarees, Mekhela 

Sadar and Salwar and gold ornaments set (Necklace, earring and ring) 

amounting to 1,50,000/- only given to the petitioner by the respondent at the 

time of engagement. It is therefore prayed to dismiss the suit with cost. 

 

3. Upon perusal of the pleadings of the respective parties, the following 

issues were formulated by my learned predecessor for adjudicating the matter 

in controversy between the parties. 

1. Whether there is any cause of action for the suit/case? 

2. Whether the petition/suit is maintainable? 

3. Whether the respondent after marriage deserted the 

petitioner? 
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4. Whether the petitioner herself left the society of the 

respondent? 

5. Whether the Nikah under Muslim religion performed between 

the petitioner and the respondent? 

6. Whether the petitioner is entitled to get the decree of 

dissolution of marriage, as prayed for? 

7. To what relief(s), the parties are entitled to? 

 

4.    In support of the suit/case the petitioner examined as many as two 

witnesses whereas respondent declined to cross-examine the PWs in the one 

hand and on the other hand, respondent also did not adduce any evidence in 

support of his contention made in the written statements. 

 

DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR THE DECESION: 

5. Heard argument advanced by the learned counsel for both sides at 

length and also have carefully gone through the entire evidence on record and 

exhibited documents of the petitioner. 

 

I S S U E   No.1. 

6. A bare perusal of the pleadings of the respective parties, it appears that 

between the parties there was engagement and registration of marriage under 

Special Marriage Act before the Marriage Officer, Jorhat vide Marriage 

Certificate No.179 dated 10.03.2017 which is tendered in the evidence of the 

petitioner with marking as Ext.1 and it is not disputed by the respondent 

rather admitted. Further there are also denial of the assertions of the 

petitioner by the respondent. As such there is cause of action for the suit and 

accordingly this issue is decided in affirmative. 
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I S S U E   No.2. 

 

7. Having gone through the petition of the petitioner is appears that the 

suit/case is filed impleading necessary party disclosing cause of action, paying 

requisite court fee and in the right forum which has territorial jurisdiction. 

 

8. Although Opp.Party/respondent in his written statements challenged 

the suit/case of the petitioner on various grounds but he did not come forward 

to adduce any evidence to substantiate his such pleas. As such the pleas so 

taken by the Opp. Party remained only on paper without any substantiation.  

 

9. In view of the above, it appears that the suit/case is maintainable in it’s 

present form and manner and accordingly this issue is decided in affirmative. 

 

I S S U E   No.3. 

 

10. The petitioner herself examined as PW-1 and her father is examined as 

P.W-2. The petitioner as PW-1 in para-4 of her evidence on affidavit stated 

that the respondent is an employee of a company and presently working at 

Oman. Therefore the respondent left for Oman to join his job with a promise 

that he will return back to Assam, India with a short period to start conjugal 

life but the promise made by the respondent never been fulfilled as the 

respondent started annoying the petitioner over phone and also by nagging 

her by dragging the names of the parents and other family members. Despite 

such facts, the petitioner waited and tolerated everything with a hope that the 

attitude of respondent will change and the respondent will adore the petitioner 

but the respondent in an utter dismay stopped calling and receiving phone 

calls of the petitioner and started avoiding her since last 2 years. Due to such 
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behavior of the respondent the petitioner went back to the house of the 

respondent but the family members of the respondent neglected the petitioner 

and misbehaved showing their intentions, therefore hopes of the petitioner 

was completely shattered, therefore left no option than to end up the marital 

relationship by dissolving the marriage between the parties. PW-2 in his 

evidence stated that after marriage the Opp. Party left for Qatar for his job 

and after joining in the job the Opp. Party has stopped calling the petitioner 

and thereafter the relation between the parties irretrievably broken down. The 

family members, friends have tried to reconcile the matter but both the parties 

are not ready to resolve the matters between them as such left no option but 

to go for divorce. 

 

11. The above ratio of evidence of the PWs remained totally unshaken in as 

much as the Opp.Party did not cross examine the PWs nor he has adduce any 

evidence in support of his contention. So, it became apparent that the 

respondent deserted the petitioner after marriage. Hence, this issue is decided 

in affirmative. 

 

I S S U E   No.4. 

 

12. In view of the discussion made in issue No.3 in the light of the evidence 

on record, it appears that after marriage the Opp. Party went to Oman/Qatar 

and joined his job there but he did not return to the company of the petitioner 

as promised rather the Opp.Party stopped talking with the petitioner over 

phone. As such the petitioner went to the house of the Opp. Party but the 

family members of the Opp. Party shown their indifferent attitude to the 

petitioner and  under such circumstances the petitioner returned to the house 

of her parents. So, it can be safely hold that the petitioner under compulsion 

left the society of the Opp.Party but not voluntarily and accordingly this issue 

is answered. 
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I S S U E   No.5. 

 

13. The petitioner although in her petition stated that there was 

performace of Nikah according to Muslim rites and customs and Moharana has 

been fixed at Rs.3 Lakhs but during the course of evidence she as PW-1 and 

her father as PW-2 nowhere whispered about performance of Nikah. As such it 

can be safely hold that there was no performance of Nikah between the 

parties according to Muslim rites and customs. Accordingly this issue is 

decided in negative. 

I S S U E   No.6. 

 

14. The petitioner and her father as PWs-1 and 2 respectively have stated 

in their evidence that the marriage between the parties has been irretrievably 

broken down and both the parties have been living separately since last two 

years and inspite of efforts and attempts being made by the family members, 

friends and well-wishers, there is no chance of reunion of the parties. The said 

piece of evidence of the petitioner’s side is remained totally unrebutted in as 

much as the Opp.Party even did not cross examined the PWs. So, it can be 

safely accepted the evidence of the PWs to be true.   

 

In a decision the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court reported in 1995(3) GLT 

214 (Debabrata Bhaumik-Vs- Sarmishta Sau) has held that “If the Court after 

considering all the circumstances comes to a conclusion that a spouse is guilty 

of cruelty within the meaning of Section 13 (1)(ia)  of the Act and parties are 

not willing to continue their marital relation as it will not be possible for either 

party to live with other peacefully, there would be no justifiable reason to 

compel the parties to live together and prolong the strained marital 

relation….Para 9”. 
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15.  Herein this case petitioner on the ground of desertion prayed for 

dissolution of marriage with the respondent and the respondent is also not 

agreeable to lead conjugal life with the petitioner. So, both the parties are not 

ready to lead conjugal life with each other and on that count the petitioner is 

entitled to get a decree of dissolution of marriage with the Opp.Party. 

Accordingly this issue is answered in affirmative. 

 

I S S U E   No.7. 

 

16. Save and except the prayer for dissolution of marriage and payment of 

Moharana amount, nothing has been prayed in the petition by the petitioner. 

But the petitioner utterly failed to establish the performance of Nikah with the 

Opp.Party according to Muslim rites and customs by ocular testimony nor she 

is able to adduce any documentary evidence to show that there was Nikah of 

her with the Opp.Party fixing Moharana of Rs.3 Lakhs. So the petitioner is not 

entitled to get to any other relief in this case save and except the decree for 

dissolution of marriage. Accordingly this issue is decided. 

 

O R D E R. 

17.  In the conclusion the suit is decreed on contest. It is hereby declared 

that the plaintiff is entitled for dissolution of marriage between her and the 

Opp. Party/respondent by a decree of divorce. 

18.  It is ordered that the marriage registered between the petitioner and 

Opp.Parrty on 10.03.2017 under Special Marriage Act,1954 vide Marriage 

Certificate bearing No.179 of 2017 of the office of the Marriage Officer, Jorhat, 

Assam is dissolved forthwith. Issue precept accordingly. 
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19.  Parties shall bear their respective costs.   

20.  Judgment is delivered in the open Court preparing on separate sheets 

and tagged with the case record. 

21.  Prepare decree accordingly within the prescribed period of law. 

22.  Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this 3rd day of 

February,2022 at Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

     

       S. K. Ghosh, AJS 
      Additional District Judge(FTC) 
       Sonitpur, Tezpur.  
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A P P E N D I X. 

 

List of witness of the petitioner. 

 

1.Sumeya Hussain Akhtar.       PW-1. 

2.Md. Afjal Hussain.        PW-2. 

 

 

List of witnesses of the OP/respondent. 

 

Nil. 

 

 

 

 

List of documents submitted by the petitioner. 

 

1. Marriage Certificate       Ext.1. 

 

 

List of documents submitted by the OP/respondent. 

 

    Nil. 

 

 

 

 

 

S.K.Ghosh,AJS 

       Addl. District  Judge(FTC), 

      Sonitpur, Tezpur. 

 


